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From another time and from another world, Galatea Future arrived in the world of the Champions to
do the one thing she tried so desperately to avoid before… to live.
It’s not easy, though, when you’re over a thousand years old and suddenly you’re given a new life in
more ways than one. Life is literally starting over again for her, and yet she is still doing what she
does best: serving humanity as…

For years, Dee Risk has kept her dual life
as a club Deejay and as Starlett separate.
Now, two men know who she is, and they are
using that information to blackmail her.
She’s forced to go on patrol with one of
her blackmailers, while the other taunts her
via private cellphone.
She hopes that the vigilante Red Sinner will
uncover the other blackmailer soon so they
can put this two-man team to an end.
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“Welcome back to ‘GOOD
MORNING MILLENNIUM CITY’!”

“Filling in for Victoria
Crownstone is Gloria Root.”

Welcome back.

It’s always
good to be
here, Gloria.

We’re here in the
Powerhouse Theater
talking with famed
bestselling author
Athena Rose Fairmore.
Athena, welcome back
to G.M.M.C.

Athena Rose Fairmore
AKA: Galatea Future

Gloria Root
WCOC Reporter

Your new book,

“Sunset Sunrise: The
Death of a
Suburban
Superhero” was

“And, unlike
your other
books, this one
is actually
based on real
events.”

just released
yesterday, and it’s
already number
one on the bestselling lists.

Yes, Sunrise was an
actual superhero who
lived and operated in
the town of Novi, not
too far from
Millennium City.

She had a job, a
husband, two kids,
and she would only
be a hero during
certain crisis
situations.

I was contacted by
Sunrise’s family to
tell her story, given
my past experiences
with superheroes.
They believe that her
story needed to be
told, given the more
salacious rumors
about her.
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Yes, the book does go into
detail about some of the
things Sunrise had to do
when a neighbor’s son
discovered her identity.

Some of it was
true, but some
of what was
rumored were
just that...
Rumors.

There’s mention of video
files peering into her
bedroom window and some
activity that we can’t
discuss on this program.

I was given
permission to
interview Chad
Young, the teenager
who blackmailed
Sunrise.

I should point out
that it is illegal to
expose the identity of
a superhero, and Chad
Young was convicted
for his crimes and
he’s still in prison
paying for them.

He admitted that a
lot of what was
rumored about
their “relationship”
was exaggerated.

Well I hope you can
confirm one rumor...

Yes, the Heroic
Lifestyles channel will
be airing a movie based
on the events in “Sunset
Sunrise”.

I hear that there is a
movie in the works
based on your book.
Is that true?

This was an agreement
made with Sunrise’s
family, and production
should start sometime
next month.

Well THAT I look
forward to seeing.
And “Sunset Sunrise: The

Death of a Suburban
Superhero” is available
now in bookstores
everywhere.

And we’ll be back
after a look at
the weather and
traffic.

Athena Rose Fairmore,
as always, great to
have you here at GMMC.
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Club Caprice Nightclub
Renaissance Center
Millennium City, MI, USA

A club dedicated
to heroes, open
24 hours a day,
7 days a week..

Which is helpful if you
are a hero that has to
be a hero at night.

DJ Risqué, the one in the
middle, normally works nights.
But for the past few weeks, she
asked to work the day shift.

Not because she wanted to,
but because she needed to
spend her nights working
her “other” job.

Very few people
know that she is
also the vigilante
Starlett.

Unfortunately,
one of those few
is stalking her.

DJ Risqué
AKA: Dee Risk/Starlett

He is called the “Hometown Hero”,
a self-described conservative
crime-fighter who transferred
his hate-grudge against John
Battle to Battle’s girlfriend.

He knows DJ Risqué
is Starlett, having
discovered it
through breaking
into her apartment.*

Now he is
using that
as leverage.

Hometown Hero
Street vigilante
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(* Issue #19)

Hey RJ, I’m
going to get
some more
water, okay?

Just don’t
take too
long getting
it this time.

She seem a
little off to
you, Bobby?

Can you get
me a couple
of bottles
of water?

It’s the day
shift, RJ.

Everyone is

a little off.

Can you hurry
up with that,
please?

I’m busy.

Fancy meeting
you here again.

Go away.
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Look, you don’t
have to pretend.

I’ll make this
simple...

Not when it’s
just between us.

Out there you can
go on patrols with
her all you want.

In here... I’m not
that other person.
I don’t know you
and you don’t
know me.

But she does not
exist in here.
She can’t exist in
here. DO you
understand that?

So you want
me to leave
you alone
in here.

FINE.
Then I guess
I’ll see “her”
out there
later.

Completely.

Out of
water...
Sorry.
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I’m sorry! I

just gotta take
this and then
I’ll turn it off!

Hey! What did
we say about
personal
calls?

Look, I’m at
work and I can’t
talk right now.

T-Th-That’s not h-how
it w-works, DJ... Ririsqué. St-Starlett.

Y-you’ve been d-d-doing
well s-since your bo-boyboyfriend left*.

We c-call... Y-you
answer. A-anytime of
the da-day or night.

h-hate t-to ru-rui-ruin a
g-goo-good thing b-b-by
letting t-the world kknow who y-y-you are.

(* Last Issue)

C-conditions chchange, D-Dee Risk.

Then tell your
partner to stop
hassling me in
here.

A-and Sp-Speaking
of... Y-your partner
h-has a special rerequest for y-your
n-next patrol.

You know that
was my one
condition.

VoxPop 2.o
Formerly Vox Populii

You will... Wear... Your
original... Outfit... As
Starlett.

You have
GOT to be
kidding!
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Meanwhile, beneath the Raven Tower...

... A certain vigilante works
deep in the Raven’s Nest.

“You will...
Do... It Or
your...
Other life...
Will be...
Exposed.”

<Za Zhong!>*

Connection
terminated.

And I can’t help
her if I can’t
trace those
calls back to
her mystery
blackmailer.

They’re really
putting the screws
to Starlett.

Red Sinner
(* Chinese curse word.)

(aka Cassie Dare)

*Beep*
Cassie,
it’s sam.

I thought it would
be a simple trace,
but I don’t have the
equipment needed
to backtrack all
of the proxy
servers.

I’m here.
What’s up,
Sam?

We’ve picked up some activity
upstairs that may be
connected to what you’re
working on.
Few hours.

I’m finishing up on a
meeting but meet me in the
study in a few hours.

Got it.

I hope you’re
bringing dinner
as well.
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Hours later... Between the renaissance
center and Mercy Hospital...

She’s not here.
Ping her phone.

t-the GPS s-ssays she i-is in
you-your area.

Well she better
be here in the
next thirty
seconds or...

... Or I’ll...
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This is what you

I...

wanted to see,
right?

Yes.

You wanted to see
me in my original
outfit. Right?

Yes I did.

Starlett
Street vigilante

Did you think
you could
humiliate me by
having me wear
this again?

I started my hero
career in this
outfit!
I chose it
consciously!
The only reason why
I stopped wearing
it was because
someone gave me a
better one.

Now, are we going
to go on patrol
or are you going
to spent the night
ogling me like I’m
some cheap
lingerie model?

Lead
the way.

I’m really not
ashamed to wear
this... I’m ashamed
that I have to wear
this for him and
his unseen partner.

That’s the real reason
why I’m patrolling at
night again and
doing my club work in
the daytime.

The fewer people
that see me with
him, the better.
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Meanwhile in the upstairs
study of the Raven Tower...

I was really
hoping you
brought
some dinner.

Cassie Dare
AKA: Red Sinner

Sorry... Pitfalls
of being the CEO.

You could say that.

I’m sure my wife
has something in
the fridge for me.

I was asked to help a
hero with a blackmail
problem.

I hear your other
job’s been a little
challenging.

It’s a two-perp team.
We know the one who
is in-person, but the
other one works in
cyberspace.

Samuel de Raven
CEO Millennium Insurance

When my brother
was doing this as
Ravenclaw, he was,
as the kids say,
old school.

And the nest
doesn’t have the
tech you need to
go through all
the proxy servers
and shadow
accounts.

Hunting down
fugitives didn’t
require mad tech
skills. It took
guts and fists
and chasing
people on foot.

Yeah... I know that
problem.

And normally I’d be out
there putting the fear of
god into these punks.

The problem isn’t
the technology.
The problem is
the person trying
to solve this.

But with one of them
working only online, I
can’t make a move without
that one pulling the
blackmail trigger.
Maybe you can front some
upgrades to the nest tech?
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The hero in question
is Starlett, right?

Excuse me?

Former stunt actress
turned vigilante?
And I presume her
secret identity has
been compromised by
these blackmailers.

I try to keep an eye on all
the comings and goings in
this building, including
downstairs in the nest.

Yes, but how did
you know about
this?

And you put in a lot of
cyber-searching for her.
As it stands, one of the
products Millennium
Insurance provides is
superhero identity theft.
And Starlett is a client.

In other words,
this isn’t a job
for Red Sinner...

And, as your
boss, I have
something to
show you that
may have been
skipped during
orientation.

... But for Cassie
Dare, insurance
investigator.

Is there dinner
involved?
No, but you will be
able to order
Speed-E-Pizza
from where you’ll
be and have it
delivered to the
lobby.
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A few minutes (and a few floors) later...

This was all being
built when Phillip died.

You had this
all this time
and never said
anything?

The Harmon Sigma
servers were just
installed last month.
The Operating System
was configured two
days ago.

Our tech expert
says it’s ready
for anyone who
is trained.
Five.

What’s your
Harmon Tech
rating?

I think.

Five should be enough.
Just be sure to brush
up on your hex-layer
skills at some point.
Going through those
bots and proxy
servers will be tricky.
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Sam...
You can have
security bring
the pizza here.

Thank you.

Just don’t eat
or drink at the
consoles.

Have fun, Cassie.
And she will need to file a
claim for this to work.

Be sure to document
everything that you
do here.

Just don’t include anything
that your “other job” finds.

You’ll need it for
the claim Starlett
will be filing.

Oh, and use your work login
to access the system. It’ll
prompt you to create new
server credentials.

Welcome to the
Millennium Insurance
Sigma Server Unit.

I hope the pizza
place delivers
coffee as well.

Please use your
Millennium Insurance
credentials now.
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Here’s the
plan...

You keep Big Lou
distracted, I
go ’round
behind him and
take him down.

I’m not going
to be much of
distraction
for him.

If anything he’ll
be pissed at me
for catching him
breaking parole.

He’s seen me
in this outfit
before.

I ain’t going
back b*TCH!

Go.
Now.

You don’t get
a say in this,
lou!

You’re
dead.

He should have
come around
the other side
by now.
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I’ve timed my
blade to extend
and charge up
before he could
pull the trigger.

And I hit him with
the focused slash
that I learned
from one of the
best swordsman
in the city.

The strike knocked him into
the brick wall and then
bounced him to the concrete.
“Big Lou” is
down but
not dead.

But this was
supposed to be
a “team” effort.
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What the hell
were you doing
standing there
watching?

Honestly?
I was just... In
awe... Of your
fighting skill.

“In...”

... This is not some
sideshow that you can
watch to your heart’s
content!

Get this in
your head...

This is REAL! I counted
on you to have my back.
That is what heroes do!

You clearly had
him. You took him
down before I
could even get to
the other side of
the alleyway.

I had nothing but a target
on my BRA-COVERED CHEST!
I had to improvise because
you didn’t follow the plan.

That’s
one.

Now if you’re
done gawking,
you call for a
wagon to pick
Lou up before
he wakes up.
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H-Hello...
M-market Reresear-research.

Mister VoxPop.
I hope I am not
interrupting.

M-Mister V-van
Cleef... Sir... Wwhat can I-I-I
do for y-y-you?

I’ll get to the point.
We are aware of your
ongoing activity
concerning Starlett.
VARTECH does not condone
or condemn your activity.
We are aware of your...
Personal... motivation
for her degradation.

However, we have reason to believe
your activities are being traced.
Understand that if your business
is discovered, VARTECH will not
protect you or your associate.

I-I-I under
-st-stand.
Good.
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Later...

They call it the
“Neighborhood
Watch” game.
Okay, see
those three?

They shakedown
people who walk
by them, saying
that they’re
protecting the
neighborhood.

The gangs in my
hometown did that too.
The heroes in my town did
nothing when they went
after my father’s
construction business.

Then you’ll
understand why we
need to break this
game up.

That’s why I became a
vigilante.

Hell, these gang
members don’t even
live in the area!

What’s
the plan?
Sneak
around?

Not after the
last time.

Head-on rush.
Hard and fast
before they can
get their
weapons out.

Ready?
I got the blade
so I’ll lead.
You better be
right behind me.
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Unnh!

What?

That wasn’t me!

And the other
guy managed to
get a shot but
it ricochet off
my jet pack.

Unnh!
D-d-Don’t...

I couldn’t even make
a move. He had me
dead center.

Two purple gang
members down
and I didn’t even
lay a blade on
either of them!
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The third
one fled.
If these are
the work of
the Hometown
Hero, I’d be...

I don’t
believe it!

Are you out
of your
goddamned
mind?!?

What?
Foot cramp.
I was about ready
to move when my
foot just cramped
right up.

And has it
worked its
way out?

You had already
charged ahead,
so the best I
could do was to
hold back and
wait until the
cramp worked its
way out.

Yeah, I
think
it did.
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Ohhh yeah,
much better.
Have any other
“convenient” injuries
I should know about
before risking my
butt again?
Tennis elbow? Dry
eye? Bone spurs?

And I don’t care
for your
willingness to
leave me to fend
for myself
while you hide
like a coward.

I don’t think
I care for
your tone.

C-call it a
n-night.
Tr-try
again totomorrow.

That’s TWO!
You don’t
want to see
what happens
at three.
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A few hours
(and pizza)
later...

This guy’s good.
He’s really good.
No wonder Sam
asked me about
hex-layering.

Whoever this guy is,
he’s got bot relays
bouncing around
everywhere.

But... I think I’m about one
or two calls away from
getting to the origin.

He could cause
some serious
online damage, if
he hasn’t already.

All I have to do is wait
until he contacts
Starlett again.

The basement apartment
of Dee Risk...

Where
is she?

I... I... I c-can’t
find h-her
phone. It... It’s
like it van-vanvanished.

Where the hell
could she go
where you can’t
trace her through
that phone?
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The next morning...

Good
morning!

Dee Risk
AKA: Starlett

Miss Lady
wouldn’t be a
good travel cat
if she didn’t
watch over her
guests.

Did you watch
over me last
night, Miss
Lady?

How was
the chair?

Grrow?

Miss Lady

Ronin Omega

Travel Cat

You’re right,
it’s incredibly
comfortable.
Thank you for
letting me sleep
here last night.

Cosmic Traveler

The chair is
always yours if
you need it, Dee.
Although I was
curious why you
would call on it
now.
Aren’t you and
John...?

And you
remembered that
all travel lofts
are shielded
from electronic
tracking.

Not really an
option right now.
Plus, I needed
someplace where
I could just...
Vanish.
You know... Off

all trackers.
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Like I said, that chair is
yours whenever you need
it, no questions asked.

Right. And I’m
sorry, but I
might need it
for another
night or two.

But as one of your
teachers, I do have to
ask when you will be
ready to return here to
train some more.

I haven’t
forgotten about
my training.

When what I have
going on is
done... Yes, I’d
like to continue
my training
with you.

In fact it’s been
the only thing
keeping me alive
lately.

That’s good.
Whatever trials you
are going through,
know that you will
get through them if
you are mindful of
your environment and
of what you can do.

And now I’m
wondering if
there’s a place
that sells
breakfast
noodles
between here
and my
apartment.

I know... It
sounds like a
fortune cookie
saying, but
that’s what my
teachers told me
when I was on the
path to being a
traveler.
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Where’ve
you been?

That’s none
of your
business.

Your life IS MY BUSINESS!
We had a late assignment
last night and I couldn’t

find you!

You weren’t here and you
weren’t answering your
cellphone, so where.

Were. You?

A spent the night
with some friends.

That ends.
From now on, I
am the only
friend you need
to turn to.

They let me crash
on their chair.

Or all of your
former friends
will know what
you do at night.
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You
understand?
I’m your only
friend now.

Screw you.

Say it.

WHAT?!?

Y-You w-went
somewhere tthat we could nnot trace o-on
this ph-phone.

You can... Be
snippy with my...
Associate... But
not... With me.

This is... One...
For you.
There... Will not...
Be... A... Three.

That i-is in-ininexcusable.

Gotcha!
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Epilogue

Yes... Take it in
my dear...

In a leased laboratory...

Take it all in.

My special
nanites will
transform your
metal form into
bio-mechanical
flesh and organs
not unlike those
of the human body.

Soon you’ll
develop skin and
hair and eyelids
and fingernails.
And then my
special blood
will be coursing
through your
veins.

Dr. William Foswell
(super-genius cousin of Foxbat)

Then... When I add my

latest invention, you

will be more than just
a bio-synthetic marvel
for people to ogle at.
You will be my perfect
companion and
bodyguard.

You will be...

A TRUE GALATEA!

Next:
The Takedown!
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Words of wisdom from writer and creator David 2.

“Outing” Heroes
There’s been a lot of talk in the last few years about “outing” heroes, be it their secret identity or of their preferences.
We can blame it on the folks at Marvel for starting the trend. In 2006, Marvel had their big comic crisis story called
“Civil War”. A young trendy group of heroes called the New Warriors try to take down a supervillain called Nitro.
When cornered, Nitro lived up to his name and blew himself up, killing himself, almost all of the New Warriors, and
600 others, including schoolchildren. And all of this was filmed and livestreamed online. The outcry over the
devastation led to more violence and a demand for heroes to be reigned in, unmasked, and regulated by the
government. This leads to a federal registration law passed, and it divides the heroes as to whether or not they would
comply. One of the pivotal moments was when Iron Man convinced Spider-Man to unmask in front of the media and
proudly proclaim that he is Peter Parker. It would be a decision he would later regret and the undoing of it led to one
of the most morally compromised story ever told by Marvel.
Two years later, Marvel launched their cinematic universe with the release of “Iron Man”, where, at the end of the
movie (spoilers), Tony Stark openly admits that he is Iron Man. From that point on, the Marvel Cinematic Universe
basically did away with secret identities. People knew that Tony Stark was Iron Man, Steve Rodgers was Captain
America, Natasha Romanov was Black Widow, Bruce Banner was the Hulk, and so on. Only Spider-Man was
allowed to keep his identity secret until the events of “Spider-Man: Far From Home” when he was outed by
Mysterio. This made the impact of the MCU version of “Civil War” meaningless since the key point of contention
was the revealing of secret identities, and, at that time, only Spider-Man was the one that still had a secret identity.
Lately DC has been doing some “outing” of their own. The house that Superman built exposed Clark Kent’s secret
identity not once but twice in recent years. In 2015, during the reign of the New 52, Lois Lane revealed Superman’s
identity to the world in order to prevent a terrorist group from continuing to blackmail him. This was undone by the
events of “Resurgence”, but five years later, Superman revealed himself to the world as Clark Kent. This was
supposedly done with the approval of his loved ones, including his wife and son.
But at least this time around he was the one that outed himself.
How many of Batman’s villains know or find out that he is Bruce Wayne? Last year the Joker waged his “Joker War”
on the city of Gotham starting with the stealing of Bruce Wayne’s money and resources. He did everything but
announce on TV that Bruce Wayne was Batman. He’s long known all of Batman’s allies and extended bat-family,
even gloating to Batgirl during “Joker War” on how he was able to shoot her in the spine and to strip her and take
pictures to torment her father. Bane, the villain that broke Batman’s back, knew who Batman was. Ra’s ah Ghoul, of
course, figured it out a long time ago. In the HBO Max series “Titans”, Scarecrow knew that Batman was Bruce
Wayne, and soon he was moving into the mansion with the help of the Gotham City police. How many corrupt cops
knew that Bruce Wayne was Batman?
Nightwing had his identity revealed during the New 52’s “Forever Evil”, but they found a sly way to put that genie
back in the bottle without making deals with the devil.
The Flash is another hero that has a problem with his secret identity. Sure, he’s tried to keep it a secret in the comics,
but the “Flash” series on the CW certainly has a problem with keeping that mask on Barry Allen when he’s working.
How many of Flash’s villains discovered his secret? And the comics have a similar problem of late, with Reverse
Flash all but telling the rest of the Flash’s villains who he is during their supposed “final” battle. And then Trickster
put camera contacts on the Flash’s eyes that allowed villains to see what he sees. Didn’t take long for villains like
Doctor Alchemy to discover that Flash is Barry Allen.
Speaking of the Flash, there was a funny scene in “Justice League Unlimited” when Lex Luthor took over the Flash’s
body. So when he had a moment in a restroom, he took off the mask and saw the face of Wally West and said “I have
no idea who this is.”
The Green Lantern Corps are supposedly masked when “on duty”, but John Stewart
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and Guy Gardner did away with their masks a long time ago. Jessica Cruz doesn’t have a mask, but she has been a
chronic agoraphobic for so long that people don’t know who she is. That leaves Hal Jordan, Kyle Rayner, and
Simon Baz still the only ones in the Corps wearing masks.
Personally I’m on the side of needing that secret identity to keep a hero’s life private. Yes, there is the threat of
supervillains targeting everyone a hero loves or cares for, but there’s also the problem of just having a life outside
of their hero-life. You can’t go out with your significant other to take in a movie or go to a restaurant without
having fans hounding them everywhere they go. Paparazzi have tormented celebrities for years, but imagine
having them targeting superheroes and their loved ones day and night.
Picture being a publicly-known hero, stepping out of your gated community in your civilian clothes, and even if
you can somehow avoid the paparazzi, you still get people approaching you with book deals, movie deals, offers
to market your name and likeness and whatever symbol you wear. Everyone wants to be your agent and business
manager that tell you how much money you could make promoting soda and clothing and airlines.
Imagine being sued constantly by the villains you take down for “abuse of power”, or their lawyers finding some
questionable activity by you or a loved one and using that to take down your credibility. Or having the family of
someone who died because of a tragedy hound you because you didn’t save that person, like Tony Stark
experienced in “Civil War”.
It’s not easy living two lives, and maybe it helps when someone close to you knows, but, like Starlett said at the
start of this issue, she has to mentally keep that division at all times. “She”, being Starlett, cannot be in Club
Caprice, because that is where her personal life operates. That’s the only way she can mentally keep things
together, especially since her boyfriend, John Battle, doesn’t have a secret identity, which is why he is hounded
even when he goes to get coffee.
Not all heroes can operate 24/7. Those who can, more power to them. But if you need that time to be yourself and
not a hero all the time, you certainly need that secret identity.

It’s time for Starlett and
Red Sinner to bring the
blackmail to an end and
take down the Hometown
Hero and VoxPop.
But will justice be served?
Or will Starlett’s identity
be exposed to the world?
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